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Abstract— Indoor localization promises a lot of benefits on the application in various fields. The fingerprint method is often used
because it has high mobility, low network cost, and high compatibility. However, the distance and RSSI relationships are non-linear
which decreases the accuracy of the system. KNN is required as a matching algorithm to solve the problem. The error result of
Fingerprint-KNN system for indoor localization is still less satisfactory, therefore weighting factor is added in KNN algorithm as a
modification to optimize the accuracy and precision of the localization system. The usual W-KNN is adding a value in form of the
distance error from estimation result. In this paper, the constant as the result of iteration process within a range is multiplied by the
error value which is added to the system as a weighting of KNN algorithm. The iterated weighting constant provides optimization on
the system up to 25% better than the conventional system.
Keywords— indoor localization; fingerprint; iterated weighting constant-KNN

mapped by using grid, where each point of the grid
intersection is defined as coordinate point. RSSI value will
be taken in every coordinate points from the transmitters
installed in the observation area. Then these values are
stored as an offline database. The next stage is the online
stage, which represents a condition when the object that has
brought the receiver device, enters the observation area. The
receiver device will receive RSSI from the transmitters then
the received RSSI will be saved into the online database.
The similarity between offline databases and online
databases will be searched using the matching algorithms
called K-nearest neighbors (KNN) in order to improve the
accuracy of the estimated position. The estimation result of
the system has been proven in [6]. The result of [6] shows
that even though KNN has improved the accuracy of
fingerprint system, the error value between the actual
position and the position estimation is still quite large due to
the non-linear relationship between RSSI and the distance
[7]. Therefore, in this paper, an iterated weighting constant
algorithm is added in KNN algorithm to optimize the system.
Weighting constant is iterated within a certain range to get
the appropriate weighting value, so the minimum value of
mean square error (MSE) can be achieved.
The constant value is non-linear for each position, then it
makes the determination of the iteration range of constant
become difficult. An approach using the MSE initialization

I. INTRODUCTION
Localization has been an interest of researchers recently,
because it has wide application in daily life. Localization is
the process of estimating or determining the location of
objects that have been equipped with sensor nodes in
wireless sensor network (WSN) [1]. Based on the
observation area, in general, the localization is divided into
two, they are indoor and outdoor. The current problem of
outdoor localization has been solved by the presence of GPS
(Global Positioning System) [2]. Whereas for indoor
localization it applies various devices that enable to be
installed in the indoor environment such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi,
RFID etc [3]. Some method is added in the system to
complete the performance of these devices in order to reach
an accuracy estimation of object’s position.
The indoor localization method is categorized into two
types, namely range-based and range-free [4]. Between these
two, range-free has a more excellent performance and often
been used because it is easy to apply and the cost is cheaper
than range-based device. Fingerprint is a range-free based
method that models RSSI (received signal strength indicator)
to be converted into distance, so that the coordinates of the
object can be identified.
Fingerprint has two stages of process, they are the online
and offline [5]. In online stage, the observation area is
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B. Fingerprint Method
The fingerprint method is an RSSI-based localization
method. It accomplishes by matching between the RSSI
values in the grid points that have been created in the
observation area with the RSSI value of the object which is
carrying the receiver device. The fingerprint block diagram
is depicted in Fig. 1.
The fingerprint is divided into two stages, an offline stage
and online stage. At the offline stage, the researcher
performs a grid scenario with a certain grid spacing in
observation area and sets the coordinates for every
intersection points in grid scenario. Furthermore, the anchor
nodes as the signal transmitter are installed at certain points
whose the signals can be reached throughout the observation
area. The receiver device takes the RSSI values in all
coordinates point from all anchors installed in the
observation area. Then, the RSSI values are parsed based on
the anchor source and stored with their coordinates as the
offline database. The RSSI values from each anchor are
averaged to generate a RSSI representative value from each
anchor for a coordinate point. For example, if there are n
grid points in observation area, with i as the number of
anchor node and ( x, y ) n is the coordinates of the grid point,

value is used to determine which constants are the best for a
particular position. The results of the proposed system are
compared with conventional fingerprint-KNN systems based
on their MSE values to determine the estimated error
reduction. Calculation time is analyzed to determine the
effect of system performance when it is applied to the
installed device.
The next section structures in this paper are as follow:
Section II presents related work. Section III describes the
method of Fingerprint and IWC-KNN. Section IV presents
the result of simulation and discussion. Finally, section V
concludes the paper.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A. Related Work
Range-based and range-free are the indoor localization
methods based on its ranging types. The range-based utilizes
the distance or the angle of coming signal to estimate the
position of a node in the observation region [8]. The rangebased method includes trilateration, Angle-of-Arrival (AoA),
Time-of-arrival and Time difference of arrival.
Unfortunately, these methods require a lot of hardware
additions, such as antenna and speakers, and therefore the
installation becomes more expensive, while the accuracy is
very dependent on multipath fading around the observation
space [9].
On the other hand, the range-free method only requires
connectivity information between nodes and anchors. One of
the methods using this principle is fingerprint. Some of
fingerprint-based has been done by research because of the
advantages to an easy application and also it does not require
a lot of cost (in relation to additional devices).
The system in [10] uses a modified KNN to improve the
fingerprint performance. Modified KNN means the result of
distance is adding by a weighting from comparison between
the RSSI offline and RSSI online values. The performance
of the fingerprint increases, however the system is very
sensitive to the K value of KNN.
The authors [11] propose an improvement of accuracy in
positioning system by using the fingerprint-KNN method
and the moving average filter. In fingerprint-KNN system,
the Euclidean values are calculated. The three values that
have the smallest Euclidean is given a weighting factor. If
the error of estimation result is still high, the moving average
is used to filter the final result.
The authors [12] perform iterative weighted KNN on a
fingerprint localization scheme. The IW-KNN process is
based on SIM (Similarity) classification, where SIM is the
cosine between RSSI offline and RSSI online. In this case,
iteration is produced by the classification of K values in
KNN algorithm. The weighted form is an RSSI value. The
result of the system shows that weighted iteration is able to
decrease the average error in the experiment.
The authors [13] propose a method to improve the
accuracy of the fingerprint–KNN system by clustering the
fingerprint based on the smallest enclosing circle and
modified the WKNN method. The WKNN is modified by
using the logarithm of distance between estimation position
and real position. As the result, the accuracy of the WKNN
improves.

so a coordinate of grid point will have ( x, y ) n1 =
[ rssi n1,i1 , rssi n1, i 2 , ⋯ , rssi n1, i ], all grid point in observation
area will become (1) :
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rssi
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The next stage is the online stage. In this stage, the
observation area has been supported to localize when the
objects enter the area. The objects are equipped with node
devices as a receiver. So, when the objects enter the
observation area, the receiver devices will receive signal
along with RSSI data from the anchor nodes.
The RSSI data are parsed based on the anchor source and
sent to the database as an online database. If there are m
number of object positions in the observation area, the
matrix of RSSI for the online stage is as equation (2). Then,
in conventional fingerprint method, the localization phase is
done by matching RSSI of online database and offline
database as in the following equation (3).
 rssim1, i1 rssim1, i 2
rssi
rssim 2, i 2
[( x, y)m1 , ( x, y)m 2 ,...( x, y) m ] =  m 2,i1
⋮
⋮

rssi
rssi
m , i1
m,i 2


dist ( x, y ) = min (rssim , i − rssin , i )

⋯ rssim1, i 

⋯ rssim 2, i 
⋮ 
⋱

rssi
⋯

m,i 

(2)

(3)

RSSI on the offline database which has the smallest
difference value is selected and the coordinate is taken as the
output of the system.
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Offline phase

The next step is sorting the Euclidean distance in
ascending form. The K value of KNN decides the accuracy
of the estimated position. It has an effect in searching
process of the smallest value in KNN algorithm. For
example, for K=3, the system will take 3 values of the
smallest Euclidean distance to be matched again with the
average among three of them. The RSSI of three points
which has the smallest distance value is selected and the
coordinates are taken as the output of the system. The value
of K=1, will find the shortest distance (first order of
ascending) from the offline RSSI, called as Nearest
Neighbour.

Online phase

Make grid in
observation area

The objects
enter observation area

Each grid point has initial
coordinate. Receive RSSI
from anchors in each
coordinate

Moving objects receive
RSSI from anchors

Save RSSI
as online
database

Save RSSI
as offline
database

D. Iterated Weighting Constant K-NN
Weighting in KNN algorithm is believed can develop the
accuracy of estimation position. There are many ways to
build the weighting factor, for instance, in some papers they
use inverted index [14], dual distance function [15], and
Manhattan distance [16] as weighting factors. For the
proposed system, weighting is done by two processes, there
are weighting by the MSE value and by adding a constant
from the iteration process.

Compare the RSSI in online
database with the RSSI from
offline database

Choose the coordinate of the
offline database based on the
minimum difference of RSSI
compared result

1) MSE Weighting
Weighting is done by calculating errors that occur in the
system. Suppose the system uses 3-NN for the K-NN
algorithm. If there are four anchors in the observation area,
each object in the observation area will receive 4 online
averaged RSSI as in (5)

Fig. 1 Fingerprint block diagram system

( x, y ) m1 = [ rssi m1, i1 , rssi m1, i 2 , rssim1,i 3 , rssim1,i 4 ]

%-EUCLEDIAN DISTANCE MEASUREMENT--1. Initializing the number of object (m) and the
number of grid point (n).
2. Calculating the Euclidean distance (EU (m, n))
between object’s RSSI and RSSI in fingerprint
database.
3. Sorting the Euclidean values based on the
smallest values.
4. Choosing the first row or the smallest values of
Euclidean values.

Furthermore, based on the fourth values of the online
RSSI, the Euclidean distance is calculated among all RSSI in
the offline database and online RSSI with an intention to get
proximity distance among them. Based on the equation (4),
suppose there are 10 positions in the offline database, there
will be 40 RSSI in the database because they use 4 anchors,
so the equation becomes (6).
Ed m1, n1 =

Fig. 2 Eucledian Distance measurement

Ed m1, n 2 =

C. K-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
The fingerprint method obtains an estimation coordinate
based on RSSI in offline database that has the smallest
difference from RSSI at the online stage. The result of this
system still has a quite high error [6]. Therefore an
additional matching algorithm is required to improve the
accuracy of the system.
The KNN algorithm works by calculating the Euclidean
distance of RSSI in the online database with all RSSI in the
offline database (4). Fig. 2 shows the KNN algorithm
process to measure Euclidean distance.

i=0

(( rssi m1i1 − rssi n1,i1 ) 2 + ( rssi m1,i 2 − rssi n1,i 2 ) 2 +
( rssi m1,i 3 − rssi n1,i 3 ) 2 + ( rssi m1,i 4 − rssi n1,i 4 ) 2 )
((rssim1i1 − rssin 2 , i1 ) 2 + ( rssim1, i 2 − rssin 2 , i 2 ) 2 +
( rssim1, i 3 − rssin 2, i 3 ) 2 + ( rssim1, i 4 − rssin 2 , i 4 ) 2 )

(6)

⋮
(( rssim1i1 − rssin10 − i1 ) + (rssim1, i 2 − rssin10 − i 2 ) 2 +
2

Ed m1, n10 =

( rssim1, i 3 − rssin10, i 3 ) 2 + ( rssim1, i 4 − rssin10, i 4 ) 2 )

Once the Euclidean distance is calculated by the equation
(6), then the distance values between all RSSI in offline
database with the RSSI of the object are obtained. Using
K=3 for 3-NN then the system will take 3 value of the
smallest distance from the calculation, for example, the three
distances are Ed 1 , Ed 2 , Ed 3 . Based on these values,
weighting factor W , can be defined as (7).

m

Euclidean Dist =  (rssi m , i − rssi n , i ) 2

(5)

(4)
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W =

k =1

the system are no more than 15. The algorithm of iterated
weighting constant (IWC) is shown in Fig. 3.

1
( Ed k ) 2

3

3

 ( Ed k )

(7)
2

k =1

Iterated Weighting Constants
1. FOR const = 1 to 15
2. Initialization
MSE ref = MSE measurement before weighting

Where :
W
Ed k
k

= weighting coefficient
= Euclidean distances
= value of K in K-NN

2

(

)

in which :
xi
x
yi
y

2

xest 2 ⋯ x est n ]

y estimation = [ y est1

y est 2 ⋯ y est n ]

3. Measure weighting coefficient
4. Wconst = Weighting coefficient × const

To maximize the weighting result, the MSE value is
added as a weighting factor. This method is expected can
increase the accuracy of the system. The process of MSE
weighting requires a reference position, whereas for this
research the reference position is assumed as the actual
position of the object.
The error value is calculated between the reference
position with the estimated position based on MSE equation
(8).

MSE = | (x i − x ) + y i − y |

x estimation = [ x est1

5. ( xconst ) = xestimation × Wconst

( y const ) = y estimation × Wconst
6. Measure MSEconst
7. IF MSEconst < MSE ref
Minimum_MSE = min ( MSEconst )
Constants= const
8. END for const

(8)
Fig. 3 Iterated Weighting Constants Algorithm

From the process of IWC, the system will get the best
constant value for each object position. Thus, in the
localization process, to obtain the estimation coordinates (x,
y) of the object, it can be calculated by (10).

= estimation x coordinate
= refereence x coordinate
= estimation y coordinate
= reference y coordinate

( x, y) wic − est = (Wconst1 × ( xest1 , yest1 )) + (Wconst2 × ( xest 2 , yest 2 )) + ⋯

Based on equation (8), if MSE is added in weighting
factor (7), it can be defined as (9):

3

W =

k =1

1
( Ed k ) 2 + MSE
3

 ( Ed k )

+ (Wconstn × ( xest n , yest n ))

(10)

The result of coordinates (x, y) becomes the final output
of the system. The result of IWC-KNN is compared with the
conventional system to analyze the performance of the
system.

(9)

2

k =1

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Where :
W
Ed k
k
MSE

This section describes the overall system design,
procedures, and scenarios of the localization system. System
and analysis results are presented in this section based on
estimation error and time computation.

= Final weighting coefficient
= Euclidean distances
= value of K in K-NN
= MSE of system

A. Measurement
In this paper, the discussed system is based on real
conditions in indoor locations. Obtaining the RSSI value for
the fingerprint method is conducted at Pascasarjana PENS
4th floor. Several stages are needed in this process including:
scenario of anchors placement, scenario of mapping grid in
observation area, data retrieval, and fingerprint computation
process.
The anchor placement scenario depends on the module
used and the coverage area that can be reached by the device.
The module used on this system is Raspberry Pi3 which is
carried by the object as an unknown node to receive signals
from the transmitter. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) as
anchor node and as the signal transmitter on the system is
installed in the observation area. The parameter of
measurement is shown in Table 1.

2) Iterated Weighting Constants
Weighting W gives a fairly good performance in the
system by the increase of accuracy results. The addition of a
constant as weighting factor is expected to be able to reduce
the value of error that occurs better than the regular
weighting method. However, not all constant values can
reduce errors in the system. The iterated weighting method
is proposed to obtain suitable constants to reduce errors in
estimation.
The corresponding constants are iterated starting from 1
to 15, with an increase of 0.1. This value is set according to
the test, which concludes that the suitable constant values for
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Fig. 4 is an illustration of the 4th-floor map of
Pascasarjana PENS building with the yellow area as the
observation area. The area of observation is 443.52 m2.

B. Fingerprint KNN Simulation
Fingerprint KNN simulation has been done in [6]. After
the offline and online database is built, KNN measures the
Euclidean distance between the RSSI in offline and online
database. Then, the result of measurement is sorted in
ascending form. The nearest neighbor (K=1) in offline
database based on the k-value is chosen as the estimation
position. The previous research result [6], the fingerprintKNN system could improve performance more than 50%
better than the fingerprint system. The efficiency of time
computation for fingerprint-KNN system also increased until
0.92 seconds faster than the fingerprint system.
C. Fingerprint IWC-KNN Simulation
The simulation is done by using MATLAB program. The
result of the measurement is processed to get the estimated
position of the object with the minimum error. The
fingerprint algorithm process the data from offline database
which is contained RSSI values and the grids along with
their coordinates, and the online database which is contained
averaged RSSI values of objects from all anchors.
Table 2 is illustrated the body of database. Both the
position of the object and the position of the grid point
coordinates have four RSSI representative values, there are
RSSI from the first anchor, RSSI from the second anchor,
RSSI from the third anchor and RSSI from the fourth anchor.
The proximity of the object’s RSSI (online data) is
calculated to all RSSI values in offline database with
Euclidean distance equation.
The Euclidean distance results are sorted from the
smallest value to the largest value. K-NN algorithm
determines the output coordinate by doing a simple Kweighting. Euclidean values that have been sorted is taken
based on the smallest value of K. Suppose if we use 3-NN,
then 3 RSSI is taken from the offline database that produces
the smallest Euclidean distance from the online database.
An output coordinate is calculated the MSE value with
the reference coordinates. This MSE result is used as a
weighting factor for the IWC-KNN algorithm.

Fig. 4. Map of 4th floor Pascasarjana PENS building.
TABLE I
MEASUREMENT PARAMETER

Measurement Parameter
3m×3m
Mapping grid
443.53 m2
Area observation
bluetooth low energy
Transmitter
Raspberry PI3
Receiver
4 objects
Number of objects
28 coordinates
Amount of grid coordinates

Four anchor nodes are installed in the corner of the
observation room. This is related to the coverage of BLE as
transmitter with region 50 m2.
The next stage is to do a grid scenario in the observation
area for the fingerprint method. A grid with the area 3 m × 3
m is built in the observation area, and in each grid
intersection point is assigned with a coordinate value. Fig. 5
illustrates the grid in the observed area.
After building the grid scenario, the data retrieval is done
by carrying a Raspberry PI3 device at the coordinate points
of the grid scenarios from the grid mapping stage. The
devices receive the Bluetooth signals from four BLE
transmitters installed in the observation area. Ten RSSI
values are taken and averaged for each coordinate from each
anchor. The result of the averaging process represents the
RSSI value of each point for each anchor as shown in Table
2. Then, offline database which contains the coordinates and
their RSSI values in observation area can be created.
Offline data retrieval is completed and followed by online
data retrieval. Online data is the RSSI data when an object
with unknown position enters the observation area, then gets
RSSI from all four anchor nodes. The RSSI value of online
data is stored in the online database. Once the offline and
online databases are fulfilled, the IWC-KNN fingerprint
localization simulation can be done in the following stage.

Grid Scenario on Observation Area
5
anchor
grid

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Fig. 5. Grid scenario on observation area
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8

Optimation Constant Curve

TABLE II
RECEIVED RSSI IN DATABASE ILUSTRATION

20
18

RSSI (dB)

coordinates

16

anc2

an3

anc4

14

-67

-82

-89

-88

12

(1,1)

-71

-79

-87

-82

(1,2)

-76

-78

-90

-89

8

(1,3)

-77

-74

-95

-97

6

…

…

…

…

…

4

MSE

anc1
(1,0)

10

2

In a system with the IWC-KNN algorithm, after obtained
K possible coordinate values as output, the weighting factor
is constructed using equation (7). This weighting is called
the MSE weighting because it involves the MSE from the
previous estimation process. Furthermore, the IWC-KNN
algorithm is performed by multiplying the MSE weighting
value with the value of the iterated constant until it reaches
the optimum value for the system. Optimum value is
dedicated when the iteration constant can reduce errors until
a minimum point, before the turning point of curve happen.
The iteration constant on the IWC-KNN forms a different
curve pattern for each of the estimated positions, therefore
the optimum constant for each object position may be
different. Fig. 6 is shown the change of constants with step
0.1. There are three positions perform that the MSE curves
turn down gradually until minimum peak, then the MSE
values rise as the iteration increases. The constant value at
the peak of the curve is the most appropriate of the constant
value to use for optimization, since it can reduce the error
until the minimum value. In the first object in Fig.6, it has a
minimum peak point when the number of constant is 3, with
a value of MSE 0.6708 m. the second object has a minimum
MSE with a value of 1.5652 m for the constant number is
2.03. The third object has a minimum peak of constant in 6.4,
with the minimum MSE 0.4485 m.
In Fig. 6 also shows that in different positions, the
constants have the different effect on changes of MSE. After
obtaining the accurate constant, the constant is multiplied by
the MSE weighting result and generate the final weighting.
This final weighting is multiplied by the estimated
coordinates of the system results before the weighting
process (conventional process).
In a previous research [6], KNN algorithms have been
applied to the Fingerprint system for indoor localization in
order to improve the accuracy of fingerprint system. The
results show that the addition of KNN algorithm can
improve the accuracy of the fingerprint system up to 66%. In
this paper, the fingerprint-KNN system is modified by using
an iterated weighting constant.
The expected result by adding IWC-KNN, the system can
optimize the accuracy of fingerprint-KNN system when
estimating the objects positions, which automatically reduce
the errors occurred.

0

0

5

10

Fig. 6 Optimization constants curve for IWC-KNN

D. Performance Analysis
This chapter discusses the performance analysis of the
system. Some conditions are simulated to test the reliability
of system. Performance tests are done based on MSE
percentage and computation time that impact on
implementation system.
1) Simulation Result
The first simulation is done using IWC-KNN with K
value modified with K=2, K=3 and K=4.
Fig.7 describes the change positions of an object. It can be
seen that IWC-KNN at K=2, K=3 and K=4 has generally
reduced the error value better than systems without IWCKNN. In K=3 Error occurs once at position 22, while the
value without weighting generates an error 0.177 m better
than the IWC-KNN. In K=4 there are 7 from 22 positions
that have similar errors. At K=2 there are 6 positions of 22
positions which are not reduced the error. Based on the
results it can be concluded that the most effective errorreduction occurs when using K=3 compared to other K.
Therefore for the next session, simulations use IWC-3NN to
do the weighting.
In the scenario of system there are 4 moving objects with
different changes positions. In Fig. 8 illustrate the changes
position scenario of the four objects. The first object (object1) is marked by blue colour, which has a moving line
starting from the coordinate (1,3.2), the second object
(object-2) with the yellow marked, moves starting from the
coordinate (1,1), the third object (object-3) with the black
line starts the movement from the coordinate (5,3.5) and the
fourth object (object-4) with the longest movement starts
from the coordinate (1,0.5).

Fig. 7 MSE reduction in IWC-KNN
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15

constants

Objects movement scenario

5

optimized with the IWC-KNN system becomes (2.1,1). The
fourth position is in the coordinates (2.5,2), the object is
estimated at (1,1) by KNN, while on the IWC-KNN the
object is estimated at (2.4,0). In this estimation, optimization
does not occur because there is no improvement done by
IWC-KNN. In the fifth position is (3,1.5), KNN system
estimates object-1 at coordinate (4,2), and it is optimized by
IWC-KNN at (2.7, 1.8). The result of this system, if it is
labeled, will be like Table 3.
The estimation result of the object-2 movements is
illustrated in Fig. 10. The change positions scenario of
object-2 have tendency to stop at the points of the fingerprint
grid. In object-2 movements, IWC-KNN can optimize all
movement positions that KNN has generated as shown in
Table 4. For the first position is in (1,1), the estimation result
by KNN algoritm is in (2,1). This position is optimized by
IWC-KNN, then the estimation position become (0.99,0).
The second position is in (2,1), it is estimated in (2,0) by
using KNN, the IWC-KNN optimize and the estimation
position becomes (1.5,1.5). The third position is in (3,0). By
the KNN method, it is estimated in (1,0) and in (2.4,1.2) by
IWC-KNN. The fourth position in is estimated in (1,1) by
KNN algorithm and in (3.74,0.94) by IWC-KNN. The fifth
position is estimated in (6,0) by KNN algorithm, and in
(4.94,0.99) by IWC-KNN algorithm.

grid point
anchor
object-1
object-2
object-3
object-4

4.5
4
3.5

y(maters)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

0

1

2

3

4
x(maters)

5

6

7

8

Fig. 8 Objects movement scenario

5

anchor
object-1

4.5
4

KNN

3.5

WIC-3NN

y (meter)

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

TABLE IV
ESTIMATION RESULT FOR OBJECT 2 IN SYSTEM KNN AND IWC-KNN

0.5
0

0

1

2

3

4
x (meter)

5

6

7

OBJECT-2

8

Real

Fig. 9 Object-1 estimation simulation

X
TABLE III
ESTIMATION RESULT FOR OBJECT 1 IN SYSTEM KNN AND IWC-KNN

OBJECT-1
KNN estimation

Real
X

Y

X

Y

MSE
–KNN
(m)

KNN estimation

IWC-KNN
-estimation

MSEIWC
KNN
(m)

X

Y

1

3.2

2

4

1.2806

1.78

2.67

0.943

1.5

2.4

2

2

0.6403

1.25

2.50

0.2689

2

1.5

1

1

1.118

2.18

1.09

0.4476

2.5

2

1

1

1.8028

2.47

0

2.0003

3

1.5

4

2

1.118

2.73

1.82

0.4192

Y

X

MSE
–KNN
(m)

Y

IWC-KNN estimation
X

MSEIWC
KNN
(m)

Y

1

1

2

1

1

0.99

0

1

2

1

2

0

1

1.50

1.50

0.7071
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The movement of the objects in the scenario becomes the
reference position to calculate the error value of the
estimated position. Simulation results are shown for each
object movements in order to obtain the differences clearly.
The estimation results for object-1 movements are shown
in Fig.9. The object-1 has a tendency to stop between the
grid points within the observation area. The first position of
the object-1 is on coordinate (1,3.2). By using KNN
algorithm the object is estimated at coordinate (2,4) while
using IWC-KNN is estimated at (1.7,2.6). The second
position, the object-1 is at (1.5,2.4), object-1 is estimated at
(2,2) by the KNN method system, while using the IWCKNN, object-1 is estimated closer to the real position, it is in
(1.2,2.5). The third position when the coordinate is in (2,1.5),
the KNN system estimate the object at (1,1), and it is
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Fig. 10 Object-2 estimation simulation
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whereas by IWC-KNN they are estimated in sequence (7.46,
2.13), (7.46,1.24). The IWC-KNN performs well in object-3.
The estimation performance of the third object is illustrated
in Fig.11 and tabled in Table 5.
The object-4 has 22 changes positions within the area of
observation. In a large number of changes positions, there is
no tendency where the object stopped and estimated. The
movement object-4 is illustrated in Fig.12, with the
estimation results shown in Table 5.
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2) Performance Analysis
Based on the simulation results, the performance of the
system can be analyzed based on several aspects, including
the average error estimation value shown in MSE, the
percentage of optimization performed by the IWC-3NN
system, and computation time discussed in the subsequent
chapter.
Fig. 13 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the MSE value for each method.
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Fig. 11 Object-3 estimation simulation

TABLE V
ESTIMATION RESULT FOR OBJECT 3 IN SYSTEM KNN AND IWC-KNN

TABLE VI
ESTIMATION RESULT FOR OBJECT 4 IN SYSTEM KNN AND IWC-KNN
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Fig. 12 Object-4 estimation simulation

In object-3, there are five changes positions. The object-3
positions tend to be in an area outside the grid. The first
position, the object is at the point (5.3.5), which is estimated
at point (6.0) by KNN algorithm, then the position is
optimized with IWC-KNN and the estimated position
become (5.46, 1.09). The second position is estimated KNN
at coordinates (5,1), whereas after IWC-KNN performs
optimization the position becomes (6.92,1.98). The third
position is in (7.5,2). It is processed by KNN and estimated
in (5,1), while by IWC-KNN, it is estimated in (7.68,2.19).
The fourth and fifth positions are estimated by KNN at (5.1),

Based on the Fig. 13 graphs, the system which has the
smallest and highest MSE value can be known. The systems
using IWC-based have the smallest MSE of systems in CDF
graph. Based on the graph, the system using fingerprint
IWC-3NN has the smallest MSE values, then followed by
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IWC -2NN. The system using IWC-4NN becomes the third
of the smallest MSE. The IWC systems have the MSE better
than all the fingerprint and KNN system. The highest MSE
based on the CDF graph is the system using a conventional
fingerprint.
Fig. 14 is shown the percentage of MSE average. In
object-1, a system use KNN without weighting has an
average error percentage of 0.27%. After optimized using
IWC-KNN, the average percentage of errors decreased to
0.18%. In object-2, the average error on the system with
conventional KNN is 0.37%, then IWC-KNN decreases the
MSE value until 0.18%. Object-3 has the average error of
0.66%, it is reduced to 0.22% by using IWC-KNN. The
object-4 has 0.38% of MSE with KNN system, while using
IWC-KNN its value drops to 0.16%.
Based on the percentage of MSE average comparison, the
optimization of KNN system using IWC-KNN is shown in
Fig. 15. The highest optimization occurs in object-3, which
has the distribution of positions outside the grid area.
Optimization occurs 48% for object-3. This may be caused
when the displacement of the object position outside the grid
causing a high error value, so the optimization of IWC-KNN
provide a big influence.
The second highest optimization is in object-4, which has
22 positions changes. It has an optimization percentage of
24%. In object-2 the optimization of the system is 20% and
the smallest optimization value occurs in object-1 with the
value of 9%.
Based on the optimization percentages occur on each
object, if it is averaged, the systems with IWC-KNN can
optimize the conventional system up to 25%.

Fig. 15 Percentage of optimization average

3) Computation Time Performance Analysis
The computing time of the system is analyzed to find out
the time required to process and analyzed system whether it
is decreasing or increasing in speed. This becomes
something critical to be analyzed because it will affect the
implementation of the system in real time conditions.
The reality is computational time can be influenced by
many things other than the algorithm used, such as devices
and software performed for computing. In this simulation,
device and software specifications are shown in Table 6.
The system computing will be compared by the
computation time between systems that use IWC-KNN with
the conventional system.
Based on Fig. 16, it shows the computing time required
for each object for both systems. In a system that uses KNN,
object-1 takes 6.618114 seconds, whereas with the system
using IWC-KNN the required time is 6.618415 seconds.
There is a difference of computing time between both of
algorithm but not significant. In the second object, with the
KNN system, the system takes a computation time of
6.197704 seconds, while with the IWC-KNN process,
computing becomes 6.197986. The third object with KNN
produces computation time 6.674234 seconds, while IWCKNN needs 6.674525 seconds. Based on these result the
three objects with 5 changes positions, have the same
average computation time. The fourth object with 22
changes position, the computation time changes
considerably to 19.71084 on the system with KNN, and
19.75066 on the IWC-KNN system.
Based on the observation of time computation, it is shown
that although IWC-KNN can optimize KNN with high
accuracy IWC-KNN time computation system takes longer
time than the system using KNN. This may happen because
there is an additional process of weighting on the system.
Due to the amount of change in position to be estimated.
The greater the value of the number of position changes, it
will affect the increase in time computation value.
Computing time is also affected by the level of complexity
of environmental conditions the system facing. The more
difficult the environmental conditions the system facing,
then the process of computing also will be slower.
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Fig. 13 CDF graph of MSE estimation

Fig. 14 Percentage of MSE average for objects estimation
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[2]

TABLE VI
DEVICE AND SOFTWARE SPESIFICATION IN SIMULATION

Tools

Remarks

Hardware

Processor : AMD APU E1
RAM : 6 GB

Software

MATLAB R2013A

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Fig. 16 Time computation graph

[8]

IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses a Fingerprint-based localization
system with an iterated weighting constant algorithm. This
scenario requires RSSI measurements performed by using
Raspberry PI 3 as the mobile node and BLE as the
communication module. There are three stages in this system,
the first is the fingerprint method that generates offline and
online databases. The second stage is the two databases are
processed by KNN. The output position of KNN process as
the estimated coordinate and the MSE value becomes the
initial input for the IWC-KNN algorithm. The third is to
build a weighting factor on the estimated position by using
the MSE value before weighting then multiplying it by the
constant which is produced by the iteration algorithm in
order to optimize the KNN estimation until it reaches the
minimum error. The comparison results show that the
fingerprint IWC-KNN system is able to optimize the
fingerprint-KNN system up to 25%. However, due to the
weighting process, IWC-KNN computation time takes 0.01
seconds longer than KNN.
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